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Steve Lindsay has been threatening for a while to send me one of his AirGravers to try out. I had a hunch 
that it would be very dangerous in terms of getting hooked on it and that has proven out.  He sent one the 
Classic Handpieces with PalmControl.  It’s not my intent to comment on any other power graver available, 
in this thread, so I’m going to restrict my comments just to Steve’s.

The action of the PalmControl and the control possible are truly amazing. The absence of the foot pedal 
took remarkably little getting used to. The ability to adjust the cutting action by the amount of palm pres-
sure becomes second nature. Because of the mechanics, the tool uses MUCH less air than I’m used to, so 
my compressor was on much less. I didn’t time it, but I would guess 1/5 the time. Also the tool is virtually 
silent when idling, the only sound being the hammer blows when actually cutting.

Pricewise, the foot controlled version (which I will try out soon, hopefully) is more in my range at this 
time and I suspect offers the same control, only requiring foot and hand coordination.

After a few test cuts, I felt comfortable to dive into the Maidenhair Fern Pin engraving which is posted 



elsewhere. All the engraving on this piece was done with this handpiece, from fairly heavy relief 
chiseling to the delicate veining. I was under time pressure so did not take it to the limit on heavy 
going, but was very impressed with the range of power available. Here is the pin finished and I will 
post some pics of work in progress. It measures 2.5 inches across.

Here is the tool and the first series of cuts. The metal is shakudo (96%copper/4%gold) which cuts 
like copper. I went a little light at first just to get into the groove.

I think the tool has a very cool retro/deco look. The sleeve just in front of the brass fittings rotates 
to adjust the stroke.

Here’s a closer view of those first cuts, and the penciled design.



Final outline cuts with pierced areas sawn with jewelers’ saw. Also showing the bezel soldered 
from 18k step-bezel wire.

Here’s a shot of some relief being cut with a shallow curved chisel. Chisels are interchangeable 
quickly and it will accept round or square stock.



This shows the veining in process. It’s a fairly tight radius round bottom chisel, which unfortu-
nately does not show up well.

Here is a close-up of the butterfly however.  It is carved copper with an application of 18k gold 
tube solder.



Initially I wasn’t going to include this photo as I wanted to keep the discussion on the AirGraver, 
but in the interest of clarity, and not wanting to mislead anyone, I decided I should include it.

The individual fern leaves are all somewhat dished. This could have been done with a combination 
of a number of different techniques. The dishing could have been carved/engraved with the graver 
and then stoned to a smooth contour or, as I chose, for time saving, accomplished with burr carv-
ing and polishing with rubberized abrasives. To me there was no sacrifice in quality and it speeds 
the process. The AirGraver was used to clean up all the outlines with a line tool and as previously 
shown, the shallow curved chisel was used when defining depth close to another leaf.

Question:  (by Ekrem)  I was just wondering, what kind of steel are the chisels made of? Would I 
be able to carve steel with this tool?

Answer:  (by Jim Kelso)  I’m using high-speed steel (HSS) that I buy in square and round lengths. 
Yes, this will engrave steel.

Question:  (by Janel)  Is this tool for working metal only? Very hard and dense wood, mammoth 
tusk, antler, tooth, might it work with them also?

Answer:  (by Jim Kelso)  Yes, Janel, it will work with those materials either with gravers or small 
carving tools that would have to be made or modified to fit in the chuck (3/32” or smaller square 
and 1/8” or smaller round).



Here is the final engraving of the fern showing the modulated cuts in the veining. I found the Palm-
Control Graver to be extremely comfortable and responsive. It’s an overworked cliche to say a tool 
can become an extension of your hand, but that’s the sensation when using this tool. In this pin, the 
most sensitive cuts are those where the stem branches. These cuts were a dream using this tool.

Sometime before Christmas Steve sent me the heel/toe control version with the Classic Handpiece 
to compare with the PalmControl version. I decided I couldn’t do a more fair comparison than 



to repeat the pin engraved earlier. Actually, the alloy used in the second pin is shibuichi (70% 
copper/30%silver) which is somewhat tougher than the shakudo used in the first pin, but frankly, 
it didn’t even seem to be a factor. (See photo below)

Both tools I have to say are an engraver’s dream. I had sort of prepared myself to be a little under 
whelmed after using the palm control as it is magical in it’s response and simplicity. I have to say 
though that the foot control has become second nature to me because of my long history using the 
GRS products, so it actually felt just as responsive and comfortable as the PalmControl. It is the 
most responsive, predictable and sensitive foot control I have used. The response and sensitivity in 
both tools are remarkable. I can’t really say that, without question, I would prefer one to the other. 
The PalmControl does have the advantage of being able to be controlled either way.

The remarkably wide range of impact power in both handpieces is, I understand, the same, and is 
mostly varied, very conveniently, with a rotating sleeve right on the handpiece.

Before engraving the pin I tried it out on a bit tougher shibuichi (60cu/40silver) just to see how 
deep I could go. It compared favorably with the heavier GRS handpiece I have. (Photo of test 
piece). You can also see in the photo a range of cuts from very small to quite hefty.


